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Qbeh-1 is a soundtrack album for the sleeper hit game, QBEH-1. In Qbeh-1 you are a unique individual, chosen
to make a puzzle in the vast QBEH-1 arena. Despite receiving mixed reviews from critics, Qbeh-1 enjoyed both
critical and commercial success, with over 500,000 copies sold. Pioneer of the genre of real-time puzzle
games, QBEH-1 launched the game-industry into a new age. Qbeh-1 contributed to the genre of real-time
puzzle games and established the groundwork for the next new era of game development. For more
information about Qbeh-1: The Atlas Cube and the original Qbeh-1, please visit: www.qbeh1.com Original
audio for Qbeh-1: The Atlas Cube is provided by our friends at Launchable Socks. About Qbeh-1: The Atlas
Cube: Qbeh-1 is a complete reimagining of the game concept of QBEH-1, developed by the team at Panic
Button - creators of Ratchet & Clank and Blair Witch Project. A reboot of a reboot! With an original soundtrack,
beautiful music and a slick “realtime” puzzle design, Qbeh-1 aims to recreate the pleasure of solving a puzzle
in the game of QBEH-1. For more information about Qbeh-1: The Atlas Cube and the original Qbeh-1, please
visit: www.qbeh1.com The Future of Qbeh-1: Qbeh-1 is a complete reimagining of the game concept of
QBEH-1, developed by the team at Panic Button - creators of Ratchet & Clank and Blair Witch Project. A reboot
of a reboot! With an original soundtrack, beautiful music and a slick “realtime” puzzle design, Qbeh-1 aims to
recreate the pleasure of solving a puzzle in the game of QBEH-1. For more information about Qbeh-1: The
Atlas Cube and the original Qbeh-1, please visit: www.qbeh1.com About Panic Button: Panic Button is an
experienced independent game development studio based in Atlanta, Georgia. The studio is comprised of a
variety of young professionals that aim to create games that people fall in love with. Known for producing the
widely loved and critically acclaimed Ratchet & Clank series of video games,

Features Key:
Awesome 2D and 3D graphics
Challenging and intense
Play with players from all over the world
Have fun!

Battle for Enlor Online Battle for Enlor Game Edition allows you to play
Battle for Enlor online.
Try Battle for Enlor free now!

Battle for Enlor Control

Use WASD or Arrow Keys to move

Hold R to bring up the Map

Use ALT to move

Use SHIFT to jump

Use CTRL to use item

Use Z or X to fire
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Fight harder for team victory!

Calculate
every kill as a leader
and use its power to raise your rank!

-

It is easy!

Select your troop, use arrow keys to move and shoot at enemy. Fight harder for team victory!

-

Killer King is waiting for you!
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